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Virtual Meeting via Zoom
September 16, 2021, 12:30 P.M
Pangkat No. 3 Leader Rtn Bart Ronquillo
Call to Order

Pres. Garrick Ang

Invocation

Rtn. Gerard Estrada

National Anthem

Recorded

FOUR-WAY TEST

Rtn. Fr. Kell Ortega

Introduction of
Visiting Rotarians & Guests

Rtn Rod Moreno

Community Singing

Rtn Oyie Averilla

Wise or Otherwise
Fining Moments

PP Benny de Guzman

President’s Time

Pres. Garrick Ang

Introduction of
Guest Speaker

Rtn Bernard Dy

MR. ALEX PELEG
GUEST SPEAKER
Open Forum
Adjournment

Pres. Garrick Ang
PP Topax Colayco
Emcee
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Lord, fill our hearts with your love as we tread
life anew. By living your law may we have
your peace in this life and endless joy in the
life to come. We ask this through our Lord
Jesus, your Son, who lives and reigns with you
and the Holy Spirit, God, for ever and ever.
Amen
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ng mga bagay na ating iniisip, sinasabi o ginagawa:
1. Iyon ba ang KATOTOHANAN?
2. Iyon ba ay MAKATARUNGAN para sa lahat ng
kinauukulan?
3. Iyon ba ay lilikha ng MABUTING KALOOBAN at
LALONG MATAPAT NA PAKIKI-PAGKAIBIGAN?
4. Iyon ba ay magiging KAPAKI-PAKINABANG para sa
lahat ng kinauukulan?

Ang layunin ng Rotaryo ay “PASIGLAHIN AT IPUNLA
ANG SIMULAIN NG PAGLILINGKOD BILANG BATAYAN NG
ISANG GAWAIN KARAPAT-DAPAT at lalo‘t higit pasiglahin at
ipunla:
1. Ang pagpapaunlad ng pagsasama bilang pagkakataon sa
paglilingkod.
2. Ang mataas na uri ng tuntunin sa pangangalakal at sa
hanapbuhay, ang pagkilala sa kahalagahan ng gawain
kapakipakinabang at ang pagbibigay dangal ng bawa‘t
Rotaryo sa kanyang hanapbuhay bilang pagkakataon upang
makapaglingkod sa lipunan.
3. Ang pagsasakatuparan sa simulain ng paglilingkod sa bawa‘t
Rotaryo sa kanyang pansarili, pangkabuhayan at
panglipunang pamumuhay.
4. Ang pag-unlad ng pagkakaunawaan, mabubuting kalooban at
kapayapaan ng mga bansa sa pamamagitan ng isang pangdaigdig na kapatiran ng mga propesyonal na nabubuklod sa
simulain ng paglilingkod.
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IT’S THE 4-WAY TEST
(Tune: It’s The Real Thing)

We‘d like to help Pilipinos live
In perfect harmony
We‘d like to help Pilipinos grow
As honest as can be.
The 4-Way Test is what we offer
To guide their way through life
It teaches them to tell the truth
And not to tell a lie.
Refrain:
It‘s the 4-Way Test
It‘s Rotary‘s way
We‘re all proud to say
It‘s the 4-Way Test
We‘d like to help Philippines grow
In the most beneficial ways
And bring Pilipinos all together
In harmony and peace.
The 4-Way Test is what we offer
To bind them all as one.
They‘ll cherish truth as their ideal
Put lying out of mind
(Repeat Refrain)
(Adaptation from It’s The Real Thing for Rotary by PP Peter)
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Pres. Garrick Ang

Good afternoon, Pasig Rotarians!
We just concluded a 2 days Blood Donation Drive project last
September 10 (Friday) and 12 (Sunday) Sunday at the Barangay
Kapitolyo Ampitheather. The project was initiated by Past
President Benny de Guzman under Rtn Bart Ronquillo of Pangkat
3. Special thanks to super Rotarian Flor de Pano who sponsored
the food packs, ayuda and caps for the policemen and other NGO
personnel who took part in the drive. The club would like to thank
President Elect Bong Paloma for securing the venue and
participation of Barangay Kapitolyo plus the full support of its
Barangay Captain, Dir Sonny Rivera, inspite of his health
condition, together with PP Ogie Lim who facilitated the
coordination with our partners and stakeholders, Past President
John Javier for his execution leadership, together with PE Bong,
PP Jun Zafra, Rtn Dekdek Paloma, Rtn Vincent Amores and Rtn
Tet Mallare. Special thanks to our Public Image Director PP Rene
Bocaya for the 2 verticals and 1 horizontal posters for the the
event. The project was in partnership with Rizal Chapter of
Philippine Red Cross, PNP-Pasig Police and Barangay Kapitolyo.
And with the Covid Delta variant still on high alert, Rtn Phillip Go,
started donating his tempered glass box aerosol intubating hood to
protect our front-liners in the various hospitals in Pasig City,
including the Holylife Hospital of PP/HOF Dr. Jess Acantilado,
which plays a vital health emergency epicenter for RC Pasig and
even Rotarian friends in this pandemic.
Great Job RC Pasig for Fighting Diseases and Promoting Peace in
our community!
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Congratulations again to our hard-working Membership
Committee headed by Chairman Rtn Adolf Aran with Rtn Ferz
Legaspi, Rtn Tet Mallari and Rtn Roy Quejada as we will be
inducting a new Rotarian this afternoon, Mr. Charles Reyes. Each
One, Bring One! We are now at 102 members strong, making us
the biggest club in Rotary District 3800.
September is Rotary Basic Education and Literacy month. Our
Rotary-Luxid MicroFinance and Credit Cooperative recently held
a seminar with the members on growing mushroom in our own
backyard. And with the help of the cooperative in financing the
startup, the harvest can be healthy products like mushroom chips
and mushroom burger which are delicious, healthy and affordable
for every Juan.
What a great way to promote environment and sustainability while
growing local economy with healthier Pasiguenos, Bravo!
Keep Safe and Stay Healthy fellow Rotarian!

Garrick Ang
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PP Benny P. De Guzman

We start this Rotary week with sad news. Anyway, with this
pandemic around us, there seems to be nothing pleasant. Every
one seems to be scared of getting the Covid-19 and the scare is
everywhere. The hardest hit are the medium and small businesses
as many were closed. On the family side, you hear of illnesses or
even deaths every now and then.
Ruby Alberto, past president of ARAP, who succumbed to Covid19 early this week is the saddest news.The partially good news?
Her husband, former member Joe is now recovering. PP Bert
Tayengco and spouse Boots also got the dreaded virus and both are
doing well. They kept adequate distancing. More than adequate as
Boots is in the Lung Center and PP Bert is at home.
In our home front, PP Ed was in our meeting last week. But his
kind of illness may require hospital confinement every now and
then. Dir Sonny, Rtn Johann and spouse Karla and the son of Rtn
Roehl are on the faster road to recovery. From Rtn Bebert, the
entire family of his dad and our member as well, Rtn Cesar are all
well now. Super ingat is the name of the game. Even if all of us in
our family have been fully vaccinated, we still have to keep our
distance. Especially from the bill collectors.
It is sad news to hear from PRID Raffy that a fire destroyed the
ancestral house of spouse Minda in Dinras, Ilocos. I did not place
Sur or Norte as I am poor in geography. It is costlier to restore
these mansion-like homes as the woods are hard to source mostly
from old houses that are not for sale. But there was a historical
marker there that the officials of the town may deem it worthwhile
to restore. The noted architect restoring old houses and churches is
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still alive but has Alzheimer. I think he is not even aware that he is
an architect.
The blood letting project that I endorsed for Pangkat 3 Head Bart
but LCP Garrick still placed it as sponsored by me. Not an
exceptional project but a me too one but very useful in any civic
club. It can be a small but continuous project. Now that our
President Duterte is picking up on the Red Cross not the
organization itself but the Chair, Dick Gordon, it may well be for
us to initiate a saliva test for our various community to start a real
Covid-19 prevention project. I am sure we can work out almost
25% of the cost of swabbing and the results are practically the
same at 98-100% certain.
Are we sure we will ask bring one member each? Why not all
directors two each instead. You sure you are ready for a 200
member club with 85% not knowing each other due to these zoom
meetings. When times are normal, then we go to normal doable
projects. How about balik-Rotarians especially PPs?
The joke on our Edgar because of late age boil is not to rest. He is
back. The good news is that it is not easily transmitted. Safe
tayong lahat.
Our guest speaker last week, a real looker, Ms. Vivien Reyes is an
excellent communicator. One look lang. One look at you and you
will know you have to stay put and not even try.
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PP Jun C. Zafra

WORDS FOR THE FUTURE
Rotary is forging a path to full literacy in India
by Vanessa Glavinskas

Long before he became Rotary International‘s president, Shekhar
Mehta was known for setting ambitious goals.
His reputation for successfully tackling difficult problems is why,
in 2014, former RI president Kalyan Banerjee asked him to lead an
effort to make India fully literate — a goal that has eluded the
Indian government as well as many NGOs.
―I realized making a country literate is no easy task,‖ says Mehta,
who defines full literacy as an overall rate of 95 percent or above
for those aged 7 and up. (The government of India estimates
India‘s current literacy rate among that group at 78 percent.) ―But I
strongly believe in Gandhi‘s view that if you find the goal, the
means will follow.‘‖
An accountant and real estate developer, Mehta didn‘t enter the
endeavor with any experience in education. ―I had no clue, no
background in education at all,‖ he says. He spent about nine
months learning from experts before founding the Rotary India
Literacy Mission (RILM), a nonprofit that aims to strengthen and
standardize Rotary clubs‘ literacy initiatives across India.
To accomplish this, RILM created a program of service projects
that it encourages clubs across India to take on with the nonprofit‘s
support and mentorship. The projects are built around the acronym
TEACH, which stands for teacher support, e-learning, adult
literacy, child development, and happy schools (which focuses on
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infrastructure improvements). ―We think every school should be a
school where our own children would be happy to study,‖ says
Kamal Sanghvi, who was an RI director from 2019 to 2021 and
chairs RILM now that Mehta is RI president.
Following the model that made India‘s polio eradication campaign
a success, coordinators promoted the TEACH program in Rotary
zones and districts in the country. RILM staff created manuals and
organized trainings, and now nearly every club in India works on a
project to support at least one aspect of the TEACH program. ―The
momentum picked up so beautifully,‖ Sanghvi says. ―Rotarians
understand that for any nation to achieve greatness, you need a
high literacy level.‖
The combined efforts of hundreds of Rotary clubs, plus their
partner organizations, have added up to large-scale results. To
date, an estimated 7 million children are benefiting from RILM‘s
teacher training component alone. The program‘s overall reach is
enormous.
―Training, standardization, and developing partnerships — these
are the three things that make the program work,‖ Mehta says.
Due to its impact, Rotary India Literacy Mission gained name
recognition, which recently led to its largest initiative yet —
working with the Indian government to create and distribute free
e-learning content to children who were out of school because of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
―In a lot of areas in India, internet penetration is very poor,‖
explains Biswajit Ghosh, RILM‘s chief operating and strategy
officer. ―And the government was struggling to provide online
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education for the masses.‖ That‘s when Ghosh says Rotary ―put up
its hand‖ and offered to facilitate the creation of high-quality
multimedia content for grades 1-12.
RILM worked with a video production company to create the
content, covering the cost through donations and sponsorships so
that e-learning would be free to the nation.
In 2020, India‘s government began broadcasting the Rotarysponsored content on several TV channels — one per grade — in
both English and Hindi. The lessons were available to about 100
million students across India, Ghosh estimates.
The goal now is to get the same multimedia curriculum translated
into more of India‘s languages and to provide the software to
every public school in India. ―The level of education in the
villages is far lower than in the cities,‖ explains Sanghvi. ―In the
city, they simply have better access to technology and
knowledge.‖
But while a large-scale rollout of e-learning could help lessen this
disparity, it will only work if teachers know how to use the
software. That‘s where the ―T‖ in TEACH comes in. ―We‘re
training teachers across India,‖ Sanghvi says, adding that the
urgency to do so became apparent as soon as India went into its
pandemic lockdown. ―Many teachers didn‘t know how to start a
Zoom,‖ Sanghvi says.
The nonprofit works with partner organizations to provide the elearning training and also offers an award to teachers who excel —
as judged by their students and the school principal. It works like
this: Rotary clubs survey local students, and that feedback is the
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basis on which a teacher is selected to win a Nation Builder award.
Teachers who score poorly are targeted for future club-sponsored
training programs. ―We learn which teachers are outstanding and
who needs to get their skills upgraded,‖ Sanghvi says. ―It‘s a winwin for us.‖
Despite RILM‘s success in improving literacy among children,
India will not be able to achieve total literacy without addressing
its estimated 287 million illiterate adults, who make up about onethird of the world‘s illiterate-adult population.
Sanghvi says that illiterate adults have not been served well by
government efforts to increase India‘s literacy rate. So RILM
facilitated the publication of a small workbook and primer that
will help adults take the first step toward ―functional literacy‖ —
being able to read street signs and write their name, among other
basic skills.
Local clubs distributed this primer to students, and asked that
―each one, teach one‖ — in other words, a child with a family
member who cannot read or write could use this primer as a tool to
teach them the basics. ―The schoolchildren were excited,‖ Sanghvi
says. ―They‘d say, ‗Oh gosh, I‘m going to become a teacher!‘‖
RILM‘s goal is to make every Indian citizen at least functionally
literate — able to engage in the everyday activities in their
community that require basic literacy. The pandemic forced RILM
to extend its deadline by two years. The group now hopes to
achieve this goal by 2027.
It‘s an ambitious goal, Mehta concedes, but ―Rotary is thriving in
India,‖ he says. ―So, we need to dream.‖
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Alex Peleg
CEO & Co-Founder @ Cynergy | Attack Surface & Operations
Mangement for SMEs | Cynergy.app
Experience
Cynergy.app CEO & Co-Founder @ Cynergy | Attack Surface &
Operations Management for SMEs July 2019 - Present (2 years 3
months) Israel
Attack Surface Management is vital for SMEs post-Covid-19 to
survive the constant cyber-attacks and to eliminate risk.
But you must have the attacker's view of the organization to
effectively protect it.
This view includes not only your website but the whole ecosystem,
Cloud, Web, Infrastructure, Employees, your 3rd parties, and data
shared or leaked. Cynergy helps organizations to automate their
cybersecurity, reduce costs and increase coverage.
By offering a modular SaaS platform with automated
comprehensive
external
asset
discovery,
Vulnerability
Assessment, AI-based Threat Modeling, Validation, and
Prioritization.
Cynergy's unique continuous Red-Team approach is that
cybersecurity should be simple, intuitive, but also optimized and
actionable so that SMEs will be able to mitigate only the
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vulnerabilities which matter to stay safe, out of the thousands of
vulnerabilities that exist in their environments.
Guiding SMEs to manage their security program effectively, while
meeting regulation and certification needs such as ISO27001 and
SOC2.
Cilynx
Co-Founder July 2019 - Present (2 years 3 months) Managing and
expanding Cilynx client base during 2019 and the Covid-19
pandemic.
Company growth from the establishment in July 2019 by 300%
with more than 50 clients spanning from startups to Fortune 100
companies.
Cilynx is a cybersecurity consultancy, operating all over the world,
during Covid-19 time we are doing operations mostly remotely,
yet we like to see our clients and help them with their challenges.
We have a dedicated team of security specialists, Mentors, and
top-notch project management. We are proud of being trusted by
most Israeli Cyber companies, which conduct their security testing
activities with us. We cherish this trust and maintain the same
level of testing and service to all our clients. In addition, we
support companies from all varieties, Banks, Fintech, Healthcare,
Tech, Crypto, Insurance, and gaming companies. With Red-Team,
Purple-Team, Penetration-Testing, and Incident-Response
activities. We are currently focusing on only one thing. Delivering
you the best cybersecurity services we can. Following the highest
quality standards, full transparency, and superb communication
during all activities. Join our pride of happy clients.
CyberInt
3 years 8 months, Head of Cyber Operations
September 2018 - July 2019 (11 months)
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As part of my role, I've managed the cybersecurity operations
conducted by CyberInt worldwide. Overseeing Penetration Tests,
Red Team exercises and simulations, Purple Team activities,
Cloud Security projects, and Application Security architecture
projects I have actively conducted Secure Development
Implementations at our client's premises, in order to improve their
application security resilience against cyber attacks and hackers. A
fun part of my job is presenting at Cyber Security conferences all
over the world, sharing fruits of collaboration between the Cyber
Operations team, research and threat intelligence teams. An
additional activity of mine is conducting Cyber Security training
exercises at enterprise premises. All this together with high
support to business growth and on-boarding of new logos to
CyberInt's global clients.
CyberOps Technical Leader
December 2015 - September 2018 (2 years 10 months)
BugSec Penteration Testing Team Leader April 2014 - December
2015 (1 year 9 months)
Conducting and supervising Web application Hardware and
Infrastructure Penetration Tests. Leading a team of highly
competent and intelligent Penetration Testers. Responsible for
delivery to clients and HO engagements.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Penetration Testing Team Leader
July 2014 - August 2015 (1 year 2 months)
Working On behalf of BugSec LTD at HP Software. Responsible
for auditing HPSW products with direct link to R&D and security
leads. Providing an insight to R&D about attackers perspective
when addressing the development of new products and features.
Israeli Ministry of Defense Classified February 2006 - April
2014 (8 years 3 months)
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By: PP Peter M. Javier

DID YOU KNOW THESE THINGS HAD NAMES?
The space between your eyebrows is called a glabella.
The way it smells after the rain is called petrichor.
The plastic or metallic coating at the end of your shoelaces is
called an agelet.
The rumbling of the stomach is actually called a wamble.
The cry of a new born baby is called a vagitus.
The prongs on a fork are called tines.
The sheen or light that you see when you close your eyes and press
your hands on them is called phosphenes.
The tiny plastic table placed in the middleof a pizza box is called a
box tent.
The day after tomorrow is called overmorrow.
Your tiny toe or finger is called minimus.
The wired cage that holds the cork in a bottle of champagne is
called an agraffe.
The ‗na na na‘ and ‗la la la‘, which don‘t really have any meaning
in the lyrics of a song are called vocables.
When you combine an exclamation mark with a question mark
(like this?!), it is referred to as an interrobang.
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The space between your nostrils is called columella nasi.
The armhole in clothes, where the sleeves are sewn, is called
armscye.
The condition of finding it difficult to get out of the bed in the
morning is called dysania.
Illegible hand-writing is called griffonage.
The dot over an ―I or a ―j‖ is called tittle.
The utterly sick feeling you get after eating or drinking too much
is called crapulence.
The metallic device used to measure your feet at the shoe store is
called Bannock device.
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PANGKAT NO. 1
1. Pres Garrick Ang - Leader
2. Rtn Jake Oh- Co- L
3. PP Peter Javier
4. PP Arjan Ramnani
5. PP Sonny Samson
6. PP Rene Bocaya
7. Rtn Philip Yoon
8. tn Manfred Guangko
9. Rtn Allan Almazar
10. Rtn Marlo Guillano
11. Rtn Carlo Doce
12. Rtn. Nilo Ocampo
13. Rtn Dickson Berberabe
14. Rtn Bernard Bobadilla
15. Rtn Jeff Sonora
16. Rtn Mads Bengua
17. Rtn. Philip Go

PANGKAT NO. 3
1. Rtn Bart Ronquillo – L
2. Rtn Oyie Averilla – Co L
3. PRID Raffy Garcia III
4. PP Benny De Guzman
5. PP Topax Colayco
6. PP Ner Laino
7. Rtn Flor De Pano
8. Rtn Chonny Gimenez
9. Rtn Edison Go
10. Rtn Roman Romulo
11. Rtn. Fr. Kell Ortega
12. Rtn Nico David
13. Rtn. Gerrard Estrada
14. Rtn Ferdie Legaspi
15. Rtn. Rod Moreno
16. Rtn Bernard Dy

PANGKAT NO. 2
1. PN Bong Paloma - Leader
2. Rtn. Tet Mallare- Co-L
3. PP Esto Lichauco
4. PP Rhett Ermita
5. PP Conrad Cuesta
6. PP Hermie Orbe
7. PP Jun Zafra
8. Rtn. Sammy Lazo
9. Rtn Nesty Carolina
10. Rtn Noel Go
11. Rtn Tony Diaz
12. Rtn Nicky Ty
13. Rtn Vico Sotto

PANGKAT NO. 4
1. Rtn Adolf Aran - Leader
2. Rtn Roy Quejada- Co L
3. PP Celso Ylagan
4. PP Peter John Javier
5. PP Nick Guzman
6. PP Ferd Rivera
7. PP Vic Lim
8. PP Henry Uy
9. Rtn Chito Bernardo
10. Rtn Alex Lacson
11. Rtn Ben Baniel
12. Rtn Ed Evangelista
13. Rtn. Johansson De Guzman
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14. Rtn Jay Bautista
15. Rtn Roehl Fontanilla
16. Rtn Gene Menor
17. Rtn. Rovic de Jesus

14. Rtn Johan Ramos
15. Rtn Arnel Condicion
16. Rtn Dekdek Paloma
17.Rtn. Charie Jaramillo

PANGKAT NO. 5
1. Rtn Ping Tan- Leader
2. Rtn Roland Vasquez Co L
3. PP Peping Mabanta
4. PP Bert Albano
5. PP Ramy Garcia IV
6. PP Ogie Lim
7. PP Toti Buhain
8. PP Ed Lucero
9. Rtn Ray Armas
10. Rtn Albert Mendiola
11. Rtn Cesar Lacuna
12. Rtn Pal Bolivar
13. Rtn Vince Ermita
14. Rtn. Richard Berganos
15. Rtn Gary Ona
16. Rtn Anson Tan
17. Rtn. Fr. Vincent Amores

PANGKAT NO. 6
1. Rtn. Sonny Rivera - L
2. Rtn. Ato Basco- Co L
3. PP Totoy Bartolome
4. PP Tito Henson
5. PP Vic Aquino
6. PP Rel Gomez
7. PP Jess Acantilado
8. IPP RJ Ermita
9. Rtn Ike Ona
10. Rtn Dennis Albano
11. Rtn Bebert Lacuna
12. Rtn Raj Cordova
13. Rtn Jecko Santos
14. Rtn Arnel Estaniel
15. Rtn James Porter
16. Rtn. Rebo Saguisag
17. Rtn. Fr. Jojo Opinion
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DECLARATION OF ROTARIANS
IN
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS
As a Rotarian engaged in a business or profession, I am
expected to:
1. Consider my vocation to be another opportunity to serve;
2. Be faithful to the letter and to the spirit of the ethical codes
of my vocation, to the laws of my country, and to the moral
standards of my community;
3. Do all in my power to dignify my vocation and to promote
the highest ethical standards in my chosen vocation;
4. Be fair to my employer, employees, associates,
competitors, customers, the public and all those with whom
I have a business or professional relationship;
5. Recognize the honor and respect due to all occupations
which are useful to society;
6. Offer my vocational talents: to provide opportunities for
young people, to work for the relief of the special needs of
others, and to improve the quality of life in my community;
7. Adhere to honesty in my advertising and in all
representations to the public concerning my business or
professions;
8. Neither seek from nor grant to a fellow Rotarian a privilege
or advantage not normally accorded others in a business or
professional relationship.
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ROTARY CODE OF CONDUCT
As a Rotarian, I will
1. Exemplify the core value of integrity in all behaviors
and activities
2. Use my vocational experience and talents to serve in
Rotary
3. Conduct all of my personal, business, and professional
affairs ethically, encouraging and fostering high ethical
standards as an example to others
4. Be fair in all dealings with others and treat them with
the respect due to them as fellow human beings
5. Promote recognition and respect for all occupations
which are useful to society
6. Offer my vocational talents: to provide opportunities
for young people, to work for the relief of the special
needs of others, and to improve the quality of life in my
community
7. Honor the trust that Rotary and fellow Rotarians
provide and not do anything that will bring dis-favor or
reflect adversely on Rotary or fellow Rotarians
8. Not seek from a fellow Rotarian a privilege or
advantage not normally accorded others in a business
or professional relationship
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Sec. PP John Javier

Attendance
Members Present …………………….…….56
% of Attendance (09/09/21)..…...….............56%
Birthday Celebrants for the Month of September 2021

Wedding Anniversaries for the Month of September 2021

Guest and Visiting Rotarians
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ROTARY CLUB OF PASIG
(RY 2021-2022)
President
Vice President/PE
Club Secretary
Treasurer

Garrick ―Garrick‖ L. Ang
Josefino ―Bong‖ M. Paloma
PP Peter John ―John‖ U. Javier
PP Marcelo ―Jun‖ C. Zafra, Jr.

DIRECTOR:
Club Administration
Membership
Public Relations
Service Community
The Rotary Foundation
Youth Service
Ex-Officio
Advisers:
PP Conrad Cuesta
PP Rel Gomez
PP Ramy Garcia IV
PP Jess Acantilado
Senior Adviser
HOF/PRID Raffy Garcia III

PP Rogelio ―Ogie‖ S. P. Lim
Rtn. Adolfo ―Adolf‖ de Jesus Aran
PP Renato ―Rene‖ Bocaya
Rtn. Francisco ―Sonny‖ D.C. Rivera
Rtn. James Philip Roland V. Porter
PP Roy Eduardo ―Ed‖ T. Lucero
IPP Renato Carlos ―RJ‖ H. Ermita Jr
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TINIG STAFF
RY 2021-2022
PETER JAVIER
Editor in Chief

OGIE LIM

FEATURE WRITERS
GARRICK ANG
From the President

JOHN JAVIER
Secretary’s Desk

BENJAMIN P.
DE GUZMAN
Rotary Notes

JUN C. ZAFRA, JR.
Walking the Avenues

Club Bulletin Admin.
PETER M. JAVIER
Tinig Tidbits

RTN. FR. KELL ORTEGA
Invocation

Website: www.rcpasig.org
Email : rcpasig@hotmail.com
Secretariat Office:

Edgar Manalang:

Ylagan Law Office
Unit 809, City & Land Mega Plaza
ADB Avenue Corner Garnet Road
Ortigas Center, Pasig City Tel. No. 635-2234
0927-9414528; rcpasig@hotmail.com

MAKE-UP SLIP
This serves as proof of your attendance
Name of Visiting Rotarian
Name of Rotary Club
RC – Pasig Club Secretary: _____________________ Date: ______

ROTARY CLUB OF PASIG
Tinig Newsletter

September 16, 2021

LCP Garrick starts meeting. Pangkat 2 Leader Bong emcees
meeting.

Community singing by the Alpuerto sisters. Dir Adolf on
LRMFCC's webinar on mushroom growing.

PE Bong on blood letting project. Also from PP John
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Jokes from Rtn Doc Ato and from PP Bert.

Reminder on dues payment from Treas. Jun. PP Peter is
substitute finemaster.

HOF/PP Conrad does charging of before oath taking of
Fr. Jojo Opinion
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After his time, LCP Garrick introduces Ms. Vivien Reyes of Ayala
Foundation Inc.

Ms Reyes talks on AFI's digital education programs launched in
108 elementary schools
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Replying to questions from Rtn Fr. Kell on selection criteria,

Rtn Roehl on measuring success and Rtn Noel on benchmarking
with others.

Being thanked by LCP Garrick then ends his 11th meeting.

